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CURRENTLY TO ABOUT 35 DESTINATIONS FROM PRAGUE

AIRPORT, INCL. SPLIT, BARCELONA AND LANZAROTE

During the month of May, Prague Airport will offer direct connections to

about 35 destinations, incl. charter flights. The list includes routes to major

European cities (e.g., Amsterdam, Frankfurt and Paris), popular holiday

spots (such as Hurghada, Madeira, Canary Islands and more) and large hubs

in the Middle East (namely Dubai and Doha). Many flights from Prague will

be re-launched at the beginning of May, for example, the Smartwings

service to Split and Lanzarote, the Vueling service to Barcelona, the Czech
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Airlines route to Keflavik, the Riga connection operated by Air Baltic and

service to Malaga by Ryanair.

A list of all direct flights operated from Prague can be found here

ANADOLUJET TO SERVICE ANTALYA

Effective the end of May 2021,

AnadoluJet air carrier plans to

launch a new service between

Prague and the popular holiday

resort of Antalya. The route

represents another connection to

Turkey, available to passengers

throughout the 2021 summer

season, provided they comply with all currently implemented conditions for

travel. Direct flights are currently scheduled with a three-weekly frequency,

on Thursdays, Saturdays and Sundays. Tickets will be offered for sale via

the www.anadolujet.com and www.turkishairlines.com websites.

Passengers travelling to Turkey are also able to use direct flights to Istanbul

operated by Turkish Airlines up to six times a week as of April 2021. 

MORE RUSSIAN CONNECTIONS

In April 2021, the number of

connections from Václav Havel

Airport Prague to Russia

increased. Effective 17 April

2021, a route to St. Petersburg

was re-launched by Rossiya with a

once weekly frequency operated

on Saturdays. On 29 April 2021,

Smartwings also joined the St. Petersburg route, offering passengers two

flights a week. In addition, there was an increase in the number of

connections on the route between Prague and Moscow with Aeroflot adding

a fourth frequency to Moscow/Sheremetyevo Airport as of 23 April 2021.

Flights to the Russian Federation may only be used by passengers who meet

the current conditions of entry into the country and transfer passengers on

connecting flights. Therefore, we recommend passengers always review all

currently valid measures before the trip, thus avoiding complications during

check-in or border control.
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PRAGUE AIRPORT, CZECH TOURISM AND PRAGUE CITY TOURISM

TO SUPPORT INCOMING TOURISM

Representatives of Prague

Airport, CzechTourism and Prague

City Tourism have signed a

Memorandum on a long-term

joint approach to the resumption

and expansion of incoming

tourism to Prague and the Czech

Republic. It is tourism that the

signers see as one of the preconditions for both economic recovery post the

COVID-19 pandemic and subsequent economic growth. The co-operation

also seeks to promote the development and support of sustainable tourism,

which will contribute to the positive development of Prague and other

regions of the Czech Republic without negatively interfering with everyday

life in tourist-exposed places, such as the capital city centre. 

RE-LAUNCH OF VÁCLAV HAVEL AIRPORT PRAGUE NIGHT-TIME

OPERATIONS

In connection with the effect of

the 2021 summer schedule, night

traffic is to return to Václav Havel

Airport Prague. It will thus be

possible to satisfy especially the

demand for flights to holiday

destinations. After a forced winter

break due to the COVID-19

pandemic and resulting limited traffic, the airport and its entire

infrastructure will operate 24 hours a day again. The airport is aware of the

possible negative impact of night-time traffic in the form of increased noise

pollution in the surrounding areas. Therefore, Prague Airport has long

motivated airlines via its noise charge policy to use more modern,

environmentally friendly and quieter aircraft at night.

.   
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